
Numinous Luggage
SMART Executive

Interior

BOTTOM COMPARTMENT:  TOP COMPARTMENT:

Internal mesh pockets,    Zipped divider pad & zipped pocket.

compression straps.

An executive luggage case designed for todays modern traveller. Luxuriously 

designed with a high exterior finish. The SMART Executive 24” case also features 

Bio-metric (fingerprint) Lock and built in weight scales to ensure no last minute 

panics at the airport.

Product Info                                                                                 

COLOUR:   Dark Golden Brush         WARRANTY:   Limited 10 year warranty

MATERIAL:   Base material ABS & a Polycarbonate surface 

DIMENSIONS:   42.5x28x67cm      VOLUME:  70L         WEIGHT:  4.5kg

Exterior

LOCK:

Bio-metric (fingerprint) lock – TSA accepted. No need for keys or codes, the lock 

is coded to your fingerprint with the option to add up to 100 additional 

finger prints for friends and family use. 

EXTERNAL SCALES:

External scale display, simple turn on, rest the case on its feet and know the 

exact weight of your case and luggage.

DRAWBAR HANDLE:

Retractable drawbar handle with several height settings, suitable for any 

traveller.

HANDLE:    ZIPPERS:

Strong top carry handle.  YKK – Puncture resistant.

WHEEL TYPE:

4 x Dual multidirectional wheels for complete control. 

24

inch

Numinous Luggage
SMART Executive

28

inch

Interior

BOTTOM COMPARTMENT:  TOP COMPARTMENT:

Internal mesh pockets,    Zipped divider pad & zipped pocket.

compression straps.

An executive luggage case designed for todays modern traveller, 28” in size 

ensures a spacious interior for longer or more difficult trips to pack for. 

Luxuriously designed with a high exterior finish. The SMART Executive 28” case 

also features Bio-metric (fingerprint) Lock & built in weight scales to 

ensure no last minute panics at the airport.

Product Info                                                                                 

COLOUR:   Dark Golden Brush         WARRANTY:   Limited 10 year warranty

MATERIAL:   Base material ABS & a Polycarbonate surface 

DIMENSIONS:   51x32x80cm      VOLUME:  117.5L         WEIGHT:  5.5kg

Exterior

LOCK:

Bio-metric (fingerprint) lock – TSA accepted. No need for keys or codes, the lock 

is coded to your fingerprint with the option to add up to 100 additional 

finger prints for friends and family use. 

EXTERNAL SCALES:

External scale display, simple turn on, the rest case on its feet and know the 

exact weight of your case and luggage.

DRAWBAR HANDLE:

Retractable drawbar handle with several height settings, suitable for any 

traveller.

HANDLE:    ZIPPERS:

Strong top carry handle.  YKK – Puncture resistant.

WHEEL TYPE:

4 x Dual multidirectional wheels for complete control. 


